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Background and significance

● Diffuse parenchymal lung diseases is estimated as 15% of referrals to the 
general pulmonologist.

● Frequently, diagnosis requires tissue sampling.
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Cryo-biopsy 

Greater complication 
rate (PTX, bleeding)

no studies have proven 
or refuted that 
assumption.

Expert opinion > PHTN >      BLEEDING

Risks

Better sampling yield

Diagnosis



We proposed to evaluate the safety of 

transbronchial cryobiopsy sampling in patients 

with echocardiographic evidence of pulmonary 

hypertension as compared to that among  

patients without echocardiographic evidence of 

pulmonary hypertension



Experimental design and methods
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ADMISSION Operating room

TTE Two scope technique 

cryo-biopsy

Data 
gathering 

and analysis

Prospective, blind cohort study 

 Inclusion criteria:

Patients referred to the Meir Medical Center Pulmonary 

service for TBCB sampling with suspected ILD

 Exclusion criteria:

coagulopathy (platelet count <50,000; INR > 1.5), inability 

to withhold anti-aggregation/anti-coagulation medications, 

hemodynamic instability, pregnancy and severe 

uncorrected hypoxemia .Patients with known primary 

pulmonary hypertension.



Bleeding assesment

 Quantitatively
 Qualitatively

0 - traces of blood not requiring suctioning
1 - mild bleeding requiring suction to clear
2 - moderate bleeding requiring wedging with the 

flexible bronchoscope ≥ 2 minutes
3 - severe bleeding requiring 

epinephrine/aminocaproic acid/cold saline, 
selective main stem intubation or inflation of a 
bronchial blocker.

4 - life threatening bleeding requiring 
hemodynamic support, transfusion of blood 
products, hospital admission, and/or 
admission to the ICU. 
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PHTN 

PATIENTS57

13

44 ESPAP < 40
OR
Incalculable/no TR

RESULTS
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NO PHTN

ESPAP>40



NO PHTN

n=44

PHTN

n=13

TOTAL

0.0860.5±12.468.7±11.262.5±12.6Age

57%79%62%Male

234±76Plt

0.01834.2±14.345.9±19.536.4±15.85Urea

0.040.88±0.231.04±0.270.92±0.25Cr

2.33±0.5ASA

NS26.5±32.539.5±53.729.5±38.2Bleeding 

(ml)



NO 

PHTN

PHTN

n=24*n=13

<0.000129.4±445.9±7.9PAP

NO PHTNPHTN

41PTX

4012NO PTX

p =1.010%7.4%

NO PHTNPHTN

4090-2

P=0.07443

Bleeding score analysis:

NO PHTNPHTN

2060-1

P=12472-3



In conclusion:

We found no evidence of increased 

bleeding risk associated with Trans-

Bronchial Cryo-biopsy sampling among 

patients with PHTN as compared to a 

control group without PHTN 


